
COMMUTATOR CALCULUS AND LINK INVARIANTS
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1. Introduction. Let G be a finitely presented group such that the

abelianized group G/[G, G] has a basis of n elements, which may

possibly include elements of finite order. Let G have a presentation

of n+k generators and k+q relations. (Necessarily, q = 0.) Then, for

each integer á>0, a group ® presented by n generators and q rela-

tions may be constructed such that ®/®d is isomorphic with G/Gd,

where ®d and Gd are the áth lower central commutator subgroups of

® and G respectively. In the case that G is the group of a link L con-

sisting of n components, @ is a group presented by n generators and

n relations. This is quite a helpful reduction in the number of gen-

erators and relations in the presentation of G/Gd, which determines

the finitely generated abelian factor groups G,/G1+i, i=l, 2, - ■ ■ , d

— 1, and thus yields numerical invariants. This result is applied in

§4 to obtain a geometrical interpretation of the factor group G/Gs

of the group G of a link L; G/Gz is completely determined by the

number of components of L and the linking numbers of the dif-

ferent pairs of components. In §5 two examples are given. In one

of them, it is shown that the torsion numbers of G3/G4 are sufficient

to distinguish between a certain sequence of links, each of which has

vanishing linking number for each pair of its three components. In the

other example, it is shown that the torsion numbers of G4/G5 may be

used to distinguish between another sequence of links of two com-

ponents with vanishing linking number. However, for the group G of a

knot, the factor group G/Gd is finite cyclic for every d ^ 2. The author

is obliged for the valuable suggestions of R. H. Fox and R. C. Lyn-

don.

2. Terminology and preUminary. For any group G, denote by

[a, b] the commutator aba~lb~l, a, bEG, and by [-4,2?] the subgroup

generated by all [a, b], aEA, bEB. Define inductively [aj =ai, and

for d^l, [au a2, ■ • • , ad+i] = [[au a2, • • • , ad], ad+i], a.GG. Fur-

thermore, set Gi = G and, for d = l, Gd+i= [Gd, G]. The group Gd is

called the ¿th lower central commutator subgroup of G and is the

normal subgroup generated by all [01, a2, • • • , a<¡], a,EG.

Let M he a normal subgroup of G. Then we write a = b mod M if

and only if ab~1EM. Without ambiguity, we shall denote the cosets

aiM,   a2M, • • • by   ai,   a2, • • • mod   M.   For   any   homomorphism
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0:  G—>C7', faGd)EGd,  and,   consequently,   a = b  mod  G«¡ implies
0(a) =0(6) mod G¡.

It is known [S]1 that uEG„ vEGt implies [u, v] EGs+t. By re-

peated use of this fact together with the identities

[ab, c] = a[b, c]arl[a, c],

[c, ab] = [c, a]a[c, b]a~x,

we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If a, a'EG„ b, b'EGt, a=a' mod G,+i,andb=b' modGi+i,
then

[a, b] m [a', b'] modC+t+i.

3. The main theorem.

Main Theorem. Let G be a finitely presented group such that the

abelianized group G/G2 has a basis of n elements. Suppose that G is

presented by n+k generators and k+q relations, ilt is implied that

k^O and q^0.) Then, for each d^O, there is a group ® presented by n

generators and q relations such that

G/GdÇ*G/Gd.

The case q = 0 of this theorem has been proved by W. Magnus [6].

This section is devoted to a complete proof of this theorem, which

will be restated later in a more constructive form (Theorem 1).

Let G have a presentation

G9á {ai, »= 1, 2, • • • ,n+ k / fi, i= 1, 2, • • • , k + q},

that is, G is obtained from the free group F generated by

di, i=i, 2, ■ • • , n+k, by introducing relations »\(ai, • ■ • , än+k)

=e, i = i, 2, ■ ■ • , k+q. The elements a,- also represent a set of

generators of the abelianized group G/G2, which has a basis of re ele-

ments. We apply to the array (a\, • * • , dn+k} the following opera-

tion :

(A) di and a,- are interchanged,

(B) äi is replaced by a\a™, i^j, e= ±1;

and to the array {fu • • • , fk+t} the following operations:

(C) fi and fj are interchanged,

(D) fi is replaced by f\ff, i^j, e= ± 1.

Under these operations a\, • • • , dn+k and h, • ■ • , fk+q will con-

tinue to be generators and relations for G as well as for the abelian-

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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ized group G/G2. Let r¿= Iß-f <$" mod F2, i=l, 2, ■ ■ • , k+q. To
the operations (A), (B), (C), (D) there correspond elementary trans-

formations on the matrix ||»»y||. From the classical theory of matrices,

it follows that, after a finite number of operations (A), (B), (C), (D),

the arrays [ai, ■ ■ ■ , än+k} and {h, - - - , fk+q} will become such

that

(i) äi, • - - , ân form a basis of G/G2,

(ii) r,=x,än+i mod F2, t = l, 2, • - • , k, x¡ being a word in

äi, ■ • • , ân alone,

(iii) fk+i — e mod F2, * —1, 2, • • • , q.

Thus we are led to the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let G be defined as in the main theorem. Then G has a pres-

entation G^{ai, ■ ■ • , an;bi, • • • ,bk / hi, • • • ,hk;ri, • • - , rq} such

that the relations hi=e and r¡=e are in the following forms:
(i) hi = UiXibîl,UiEF2,XiE%,

(ii) TiEF2,
where F denotes the free group generated by a,-, i=l, 2, ■ ■ • , n, and

bi, i=l, 2, • • • , k, and g denotes the free group generated by ai,

i=l, 2, ■ ■ • , n, alone.

We may assume hereafter in this section that G has its presenta-

tion as given in this lemma. Observe that a\, • • • , an form a basis

in the abelianized group G/G2. For simplicity, write the presentation

of G as G^ {a, b / h, r}. Let H be the normal subgroup generated by

hi, i=l, 2, - - - , k, and R the normal subgroup generated by r,-,

i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q. Then G^F/H-R.
Denote by yj/(w) the word obtained from w by replacing each

bi by UiXi, and <p(w) the word obtained from w by replacing each

bi by Xi, i = l, 2, - - - , k. Then the substitution \p: F^>F is an endo-

morphism of F, and the substitution <p: F—>$ is a homomorphism of

F onto %. Both \p and <b leave % elementwise fixed, and <p2=\//<p=<p.

Moreover hi=\p(bi)bi1, and therefore \p(w)=w mod H, wEF. We

observe that, in the presentation G^{a, b / h, r}, to replace r,- by

$(ri) is a Tietze operation [8], and thus, by repeated use of \p,

(2) G^{a,b/h,r~\r)}, d = 2.

The notation \pd~2(r) stands for the array ipd~2(ri), ■ ■ -, ipd~2(rq), and

obvious notations of abbreviation similar to this will be often used. It

will be an important technique in this paper to use the substitution

\p as a Tietze operation on generators and relations of G.

Lemma 3. // wtEFt, then
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x¡,d(wt) m 4>ypd-l(wt) mod Fd+l, d = 1.

Proof. For the generators a< and bt of F, we have yp(ai) =a» =0(ßt)

and yp(bi)=UiXi=fabi) mod F2. It is thus true that, for wEF, yp(w)

=faw) mod F2. We prove the lemma for d = 1 by induction on /.

Assuming that the lemma holds for t— 1, t^2, it follows from Lemma

1 that yp([wt-i, w]) = [yp(wt-i), yp(w)]= [fawt-i), faw)] mod Ft+i
=0([wt_i, w]) mod Ft+i, wEF, wt-iEFt-i. Since each element of Ft

is a product of commutators of the form [wt-i, w], we conclude that,

for WtEFt, yp(wt)=fawt) mod Ft+i. The lemma now holds for d = i.
Proceeding by induction on d, we assume that it holds for d — 1 and

any ¿=1. Then ypd-1(wt)=<pyj/d-2(wt) mod Fd+(_i, that is,

ypd~l(w¡) [<t>ypd~2(wt)]~1EFd+t-i. By the validity of the lemma for d = 1,

¿(1/'á-1(wí)[0'r"i_2(wí)]~1)=0(lr"i-1(wt)[0'r'<i_2(wí)]-1) mod Fd+t. Since

¿0=02=0, we have ^d(a>() [0¿d-2(wí)]-1=0¿<i-1(wf) [0^d-2(w() ]-*

mod Fd+t. Hence

ypd(wt) = 0^d_1(w() mod Fd+t.

Theorem 1. Let a group G have a presentation as given in Lemma 2 :

G=i {a, b / h, r}. Then the group ®={a / 0i^d_3(r)} has the property

®/®d^G/Gd, ¿ = 3.

Remark. In the presentation of ©^ {a / <j>ypd~3(r)}, each r{ belongs

to F2, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q. If, for some *, r¿ belongs to Ft, l^t^d — 1,

then we may replace the corresponding <pypd~3(ri) by 0^d_1~i(ri) in

the presentation of @.

Proof of the theorem. It follows from Lemma 3 that ypd~2(ri)

=<j>ypd-\rt) mod Fd, and from (2) that

G/Gd^{a, b/h,ypd-\r),Fd};

consequently,

G/GdÇ* {a,b/h,<t>r-3(r),Fd}.

Notice that each 0^-3(ri) belongs to %. Let hi = <¡>ypd-2(bi)bT1 and

h'={hi,h2, ■ • -,h't}. Since yp(w)=w mod H, wEF, we have ypd~1(bi)

= bi mod H and, using Lemma 3, hi =<t>ypd~2(bi)b^1^ypd~1(bi)b¡'1

mod Fd =- e mod if ■ Fd. Therefore by Tietze operations we may intro-

duce new relations hi =e into the presentation of G/Gd:

G/Gd^{a, b/h, h', d,r-z(r),Fd}.

Now <pypd~2 is the substitution which replaces every bi in a word by

4>ypd~2(bi), and, due to the definition of h', we may replace h by

<t>ypd~2(h) in this presentation of G/Gd:
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G/Gd Ç*{a,b/ <t>r~2(h), h', 4>V-S(r), Fd}.

Observe that, due to Lemma 3, \]/d~1(bi)=(pfd-2(bi) mod Fd, and

4>4>d-2(hi) =Ud-2(^(bi)bi1) =<p[td-\bi)Md-\bi)-i]=.e mod Fd. Again,

by Tietze operations,

G/Gd^{a,b/h',<Md-3(r),Fd},

and, using hi =e, that is, bi^<pipd-2(bi),as the defining relation of each

bi, we have

G/Gd^{a/ 4>r~Kr),%d}.

Let ©^ {a / #d~s(r)}. Then

&/®ä^{a/ct>r-z(r),%ä},

and hence the theorem is proved.

4. Application to link groups. A link is the union of n mutually

disjoint, oriented, simple closed curves Li, • • • , L„ in Euclidean

3-space E. L{ is called the ith component of L. If each L,- is a polygon,

then L is said to be polygonal. The fundamental group G of the

complement E—L is called the group of the link L.

Through the well known Wirtinger method [7], we may read off

a presentation of the group G of a polygonal link L through its regular

projection. Let G^{a,y / r^} (i = l,2, - - ■ , n; j = l, 2, - • • , ki) be

such a presentation, where to each crossing point Qn of the projection

corresponds a relation r,y = e, r<y = 6,7a<j6y1ay|1= [bn, a.yjaiyayli with

bij = a2famj). (a(i, j) and ß(i, j) are given by the segment of L

which crosses over at Qn, and e« = ± 1 is the signature of crossing.)

a,i, aa, • • • , a,ti are the Wirtinger generators corresponding to the

segments (in their natural order) of the component L,-. The index j

on an, bn, ■ • • , and so on, is to be taken modulo ki.

Define a; = a,i, »,y=[¿>;y, an], ri=Vikiviki-i • ■ ■ va, un = e, i = l, 2,

■ ■ ■ , n, j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , ki. Let un=vn-iVa-z • • ■ "a. î = L 2, • • • ,
n; j = 2, 3, • • • , ki. Define hn = uijaiai}1. It may be straightforwardly

verified that

G^ [an / hi,-, r,}, i = 1,2, ■■-, n;j = 1,2, ■■■ , ki.

Each ft belongs to F2. Define ®^{a,-/#d_3(ri)}, t' = l, 2, • • • , n,

where d = 3, ^(a,y) =Una,, and <b(an)=ai. Then, due to Theorem 1,

we have G/Gd^®/®d.

In the case d = 3, we have ©^{a,/0(/<)}. *"™1. 2, •••,«. Let g
be the free group generated by o¡, ¿=1, 2, • • • , n; then ®/®3

^{a< /<p(ri), g,}. Define r4* = EG_M,* k, a,K *'-!, 2, • • • , w,
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where pi} is the linking number of L¿ and L¡. Then 0(r.) = [fabik,),

4>(atki)] • • ■ [d>(bn), faan)]=[a^ti), a<] • • • [a$M), a,] =r* mod %3
and ®/©3 = {a,- / rf, §3} • Thus we have shown the following theo-

rem.

Theorem 2. Let L=Li\J ■ • ■ VJLn be a polygonal link, and G its

group. Let pa be the linking number of Li and L¡, i^j. Define ©*

= {ai / r*}, where i = l, 2, • • • , re, and r*= Y\j-i,i*i \.ai, <*<!*"• Then

®*/®3 is isomorphic with G/G3.

Fig. 1

Corollary 1. G/[G, G] is free abelian of rank re.

Corollary 2. [G, G]/[[G, G], G]( = G2/G3) is isomorphic with an

additive group generated by x¿,-, i'ptj, i, j = l, 2, • • ■ , n, with relations

(a) Xij + Xji = 0, i 9¿ j, i, j = 1, 2, •

n

(b) 2~2   vuXii = 0, i = 1, 2, • • • , re.
i-l, iW

Proof.  Let "¡ft* be the normal subgroup generated  by all r*,
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i —I, 2, • • • ,n,in%. We have 9Î*CS:2- It is straightforward that

G2/G3 SE ®*/®* S* &/»*•&, S (8i/Si)/(8î*-8«/8i).

üVSs is a free abelian group having as a basis the elements [aiy a,]

mod g3, i>j, i, j = i, 2, • • • , n. IR*-fa/fa is a subgroup of %2/%3
and is generated by elements ~[\j-i,)*i [ay, a,]*"' mod fa. Write the

group fa/fa additively, and replace [ay, a<] mod $3 by x,y. Thus the

corollary follows immediately.

Corollary 3. If L=L¿JL2, then [G, G]/[[G, G], G] is cyclic of
order \pn\.

K. Reidemeister [7, p. 45] remarked that, for L=Li\JL2, [au a2],

taken as an element of G/G3, is of order \pi2\. This result may be

regarded as a corollary of Theorem 2.

5. Examples. Let L=Li\JL2\JLz be a link as given in Fig. 1, and G

its group. The link L has three components, each pair of which has

vanishing linking number. We shall therefore overlook the factor

group G2/G3, which does not yield interesting invariants. In order to

compute G3/G4, let F be the free group generated by a,y, i=l, 2, 3;

j=\, 2, • ■ ■ , ki, ki = k2 = 2m, &3 = 4wî. Write, for j = l, 2, • • • , m,

bl 2j-l  =  Ö3 4,-_3, ¿1 2j  =  az 4ji

b2 2j-i = #3 4j-4, b2 2j = a¡ ^i—l^,

bz 4j-8 = ai 2j, bz 4,-_2 = a2 2y;

, -1 , -1
t>8 4j-l —  öl 2», 03 4j —  a2 2j+2.

Write Vij= [bu, a,y] and r,i = z;,7a,ya4"1y+1. Then G is presented by gen-

erators a.y and relations r,y, * = 1, 2, 3;j = l, 2, • • • , &,-. Define a,- = an;

w¿i = e, Uij=Vi ¡-i Vi y_2 • • • »a, jVl; A,-y = M,yaia171; r< = 2\- 'ti »< tj_i

• • • Va- As given in the preceding section, G may be presented by

generators a<y and relations A,y and r¿, t=T, 2, 3; j = l, 2, • • • , ki.

Let ®«{oi, a,, az/fap(ri),<t>yp(r2),<pyp(rz)}. Then G/G4=^®/®4, which

implies G3/G4=^®3/®4.

As before, g denotes the free group generated by ait a2, a3. The

following congruence identities may be verified straightforwardly:

For any u, u', v, wE%,

[mm', v, w] = [u, v, w] [u', v, w] mod fa\,

[m_1, v, w] = [u, v, w]"1 mod %it

[m-1, v] m [v, u, u] [u, »]_1 mod fa..
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First we have

<pyp(ai 2y_i) — ai mod jja,

#(«i íí) — [a», «i]«i mod %t,

d>^(a2 2y-i) — a2 mod %3,

<Pt(a2 ti) =- [a3, a-t]-^ mod 8=3,

d>\l/(a<s 4í_í) = a3 mod %3,

0lA(a3 41-2) — [«1, a3]a3 mod ^3f

^(a3 4i-i) — [a2, a3] [au a3]a3 mod %3,

<t"P(a3 4¿) — [a-2, a3]a3 mod pa-

using the above identities, we have

4¡\¡/(vi 2í_i) = [<K<Z3 «*-»). 0(fli 23-1)] — [fl3. aj mod %i,

4>^(vi ti) = [<t>(a3 a), 4>(ai2i)]

— [([«2, ös^s)-1, [«3, ßi]ai] mod g4

= [ai, a3, ai]_1[ff3> «i]-1 mod %i,

4>t(v2 2/-1) — [«2, a3, a3][a2, as, a2]~l[a3, a2]_1mod 5=4,

<¡>^(v2 2)) — [a2, aî,.ai][ai, a3, a2][a3, a2, a3][a3, a2] mod %i,

<pf(i>i 4,-3) — [«3, «1, a3][au a3] mod g4,

#(»3 4Í-2) = [at, a2, fli]-1[«i, at, a2]_1[a2, a3] mod ^4,

^(»ï 4/-1) — [«3, ai, «a]-1 [«2, a», «i][«i, as]-1 mod tj4,

^(»3 4j) - [«3, at, at] [at, a3]_1 mod g4l

for i = l, 2, • • • , m. It follows that

#(ri) s (<jj^(»i ,yPi 2y_i))m mod (j4

— [aj, «s, ai]-m mod Sj4,

#(»"2) — (4>H^ 2jV2 2 j-i))m mod % i

=- [a2, at, ai]mmodu:4.

and

#(>"») s (^(»2 4i*>8 4/-i»3 4j-2»» 4y-s))m mod IJ4

— [a2, at, ai]m[ai, at, a2]-Mmod $4

■ (Wbiy-KtHr*))-1 mod g*

Now ®^ {ai, a2, a3 / inp(ri), #(r2), #(r3)}, and

®/®4 S {«i, a2, a3/d>4>(ri), *Kri). **('»)• ^4}-
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Thus, by Tietze operations,

®/®4= {au a*, a3/ [a2, a3, ai]m, [au a3, a2]m, fa}.

Define ®*^{ai, a2, a3/ [a2, a3, ai]m, [ai, a3, a2]m}. Let3i* be the normal

Xim

Fig. 2

subgroup generated by [a2, a3, ai]m and [ai, a3, a2]m in %. Then ®3/®4

=fam*-fa=(fa/fa)/(ïï*-fa/fa). The group fo/g« is free abelian of
rank 8 [2; 4; 9]. We may choose as a basis for fa/fa the elements

[ai, a2, ai], [ai, a2, a2], [ah a2, a3], [ai, a3, ai], [ai, a3, a2], [au a3, a3],

[a2, a3, a2], [a2, a3, a3] mod fa. The group dt*- fa/fa is free abelian
with [a2, a3, ai]m, [a1( a3, a2]m mod fa as basis. Hence G3/G4 is iso-

morphic to a direct product JmXJmXB6 where Jm is a cyclic group of

order m, and B6 is a free abelian group of rank 6.

Consider another HnkL=LiWL2 (Fig. 2) which has a vanishing
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linking number. In order to avoid the extensive use of double indices,

we write the group G of L in the presentation:

G ÊÉ {Xi, x2, • ■ • , x2m, yi, y2 / ru r2, - - - , r2m, sh s2}

where

r, = [x2m-i, Xi]xiXi+i, i ¿¿ m, 2m,

rm   ~    lyi,  Xm\XmXm-\-l,

r2m = [yi , X2m]x2mXi ,

si = [x2m, yi]yiy2 ,

Î2 = [xm+i, yi]y-iyi ■

Let F be the free group generated by Xi, x2, • ■ - , x2m, yu y2,

and denote x = xu y=yi, r=[yi\ Xtm^YlTJi1 [xi, x2m-i]) [yu xm]

• (II^m+i [*<. x2m-i]),s=[xm+i, y2] [x¡¡¿, yi]. Define the substitutions

xp and <P such that \p(xi)=x, ip(Xi+i)=riXi+ixil\p(xi), i = l, 2, ■ • • ,

2m-l,\J/(yi) =y,yp(yi) = [x2m,y]y,^>(xi) =x,<f>(yi) =y- Then, according

to Theorem 1,

G/Gt^ {x, y / <¡>r(r), <i>V(s),%f,}

where fj is the free group generated by x and y. We are going to show

that0^2(r) — [x, y, x, y]™-1 rnod %6 and (f>^2(s) = [x, y, x, y]~m+1 mod g6,

which will imply that

G/G6^ {x,y/ [x,y, x, y]m~\^}.

From [u, av] = [u, a]a[u, v]a~1 it follows that, if uE%>, vE%t, aE%q,

then [u, av]= [u, a] [u, v] mod 5vh+5- The above congruence identity

will be used frequently in this example.

It is immediate that x=<p\j/(xi) =<p^/(x2) = ■ ■ • =dyip(xm) and

[y, x]x=<f»p(xm+i) = • • • =(pyp(x2m)- It follows that, for i = l, 2, - - ■ ,

m — l,

<Pi>([x2m-i, x/]) — [[y, x]x, x] = [y, x, x] mod g4,

and, for i = m+l, • ■ ■ , 2m —I,

<t>4>([x2m-i, x,]) = [y, x, s]-1 mod ij4.

By the definition of \p,

HX<n)   = (   II  [Xm+i,  xm-i] JX

and
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yp(X2m)   -  \TL   [*<>   *Sm-i]J[y,   Xm]lr'(Xm).

Thus we have

<^2(xm) = [y, x, xj^xmcd fa.

and

4>V(x2m) = [y, x, x]-n+1[y, <i>yp(xm)][y, x, x]m~lx = [y, xjxmod^.

Since yp([x2m-it Xi])EF% and ^([yi, xm])EF2,

xP(r) = yp([y[\ x2m])l JJ [x¿, x2m-i] W([yi, xm])yp[ Ü [**. x2m-i]j

- 4>([y-\ x2m])Hb, *»]) mod F5.

Consequently

<t>V(r) m [y-\ <f>V(x2m)][y, 4>V(xm)]

— h'1, [y, x]x][y, [y, x, x]m~lx]

s [x, y][x, y, x, y]m~l[y, x] = [x, y, x, y]™-1 mod fa.

On the other hand, yp(y2) = [x£, y]y, <pyp2(y2) = [#(0. yb- [r1, y]y

mod fa, where z=[y, x]x. Moreover \p(xm+i) = [y, xm]yp(xm), and

0^2(xm+i) = [y, <pyp(xm) ]0^2(xm) = [y, x][y, x, se]*-1*« [y, x, x]™^1«

mod %t. Thus

flp(s) = [[y, x, *]»-»*, [sr\ yjy]^-1, y]

» [[y, x, x]"1-1, y][z, [z-\ y]y][z~\ y]

= [y, x, x, y]m~l[y, z~l][z-1, y]

m [x, y, x, y]-"^1 mod ge-

Therefore G/Gb^ {x, y / [x, y, x, y ]m~l, fa}. The factor group fa/fa is a

free abelian group of rank 3. As its basis, we may choose [x, y, x, x],

[x, y, x, y], [x, y, y, y] mod fa [4]. The factor group d/G^ is hence

abelian and isomorphic with a direct product Jm-iY.B2 where Jm_i

is the cyclic group of order m—\, and B2 is a free abelian group of

rank 2, and the integer m — 1 is a numerical invariant of the link.
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